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Abstract
Background
Chinese Calligraphic Handwriting (CCH), a WHO (2019) recognized effective treatment, enhances our cognitive abilities,
relaxed bodily conditions and stabilized emotions. It has successfully treated the emotion-related anxieties and the moods that are
associated with several diseases and disorders. The present study tested this intervention on Diabetes patients.
Method

16 type II diabetes patients and 16 healthy subjects participated. Each group performed both the CCH tasks of brush handwriting
of Chinese characters and the brush drawing of geometric patterns. The Chinese versions of STAI and POMS measured the effects
of brush writing and brush drawing tasks. on the participants. Both scales were administered to all participants before and after a
40-minute training session.
Findings

The patients group significantly improved on Pre-Post measures of the STAI in both the brush writing (F= 11.97; p=0.004) and
brush drawing (F=14.08, p=0.002) tasks. However, the healthy subjects group also showed similarly a pre-post significant effects on
the STAI scores from the brush writing (F = 32.02; p = 0.000) and the drawing tasks (F= 14.05, p=0.002).

Moreover, both groups showed a significant reduction in the postforms states of Tension-Anxiety, Depressed-Dejection and
Confusion-Bewilderment in the brush writing task (P<0.001), but only Tension-Anxiety and Depressed-Dejection in the brush
drawing tasks (P<0,001), The reduction in each case from the patient groups is greater than that from the healthy subject’s group
(0.001).
Interpretation

The Brush Writing and Brush Drawing as treatments have shown significant improvements in STAI and some POMS states of
the practicing Type II diabetes patients.

Chinese Calligraphy
Chinese handwriting, especially with a brush, can be
conceptualized as an act involving the whole body of the writer
in which cognitive planning, organizing, and processing of visualspatial patterns of the character take place. Motor control and
maneuvering of the brush following the character configurations
involve the whole body projected relative to the geometry of each
character. The activity of brush writing is essentially an external
projection and execution of the writer’s internal cognitive images
of the character. There is therefore an integration of mind, body,
and character interwoven in the dynamic calligraphic process. The
heritage of Chinese calligraphy is traditionally used to enhance an
individual’s self-reflection and cultivation.
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Henry S.R. Kao.

Our research in the past 30 years has identified five dimensions
of beneficial behavior arising from the practice of Chinese
calligraphy handwriting (CCH). These are visual attention, cognitive
activation, physiological slowdown, emotional relaxation and
behavioral change and development Kao [1]. These findings have
contributed significantly to the improvement of the practitioner’s
psychological health and wellbeing.
Chinese characters have different visual geometric properties.
Some characters are extremely detailed and require several strokes
(Fly, dragon) while some other characters are symmetrical (South,
grass) some are parallel (Wang, book. Of course, there are also
characters that are neither asymmetrical nor parallel (Heart, Yao).
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Directional characters possess character forms of shapes that
orient upwards, downwards, to the right or to the left (Mountain,
dry). Some characters have strokes that are closely linked together
as a unit (Foot, Shen); characters without such features are nonconnected characters (Small, swimming). Closed characters have
enclosed or holes in the construction (Crystal, vessel) and the nonclosed characters do not have these features (Than, coincidence).
We have found that these visual-spatial variations of the characters
have a powerful impact on the practitioner’s writer’s bodily and
psycho-emotional states during dynamic calligraphic execution.

Effects of Calligraphy Training
Cognitive Effects

The practice of Chinese calligraphic training has been confirmed
to facilitate and increase some cognitive changes. Cognitive changes
associated with CCH practice include such intellectual abilities as
Spatial Ability, Abstract Reasoning, Short-term Memory, Picture
Memory, and cognitive Reaction Time Kao [2] as well as cognitive
and perceptual tasks such as visual and auditory attention,
concentration, and spatial reasoning Kao [3].

Physiological and Cognitive Neural Effects

Some of the psychological effects studied over the years have
included reduced heart rate, blood pressure, skin conductance,
raised skin temperature, slower respiration, and relaxed muscular
tension. This calligraphic impact has also been confirmed for
attention and emotional stability and mental relaxation Kao
et.al. [4]. In addition, recent brain-imaging studies have further
confirmed the CCH training and practice effects on shaping the
structure and functions of the brain Xu et.al. [5]; Chen et al. [6] and
better executive functions and stronger resting-state functional
connectivity in related brain regions Chen et al. [7]. These findings
provide powerful confirmation of CCH’s impact on the brain’s
cognitive neural dimensions of the practicing calligraphers.

Bio-emotional Effects

The direct outcome of such changes as well as the overall
physical quiescence evokes sensory feedback: states of emotional
relaxation, calmness, tranquility, and peace of the mind, which offers
a psychological incentive for further motor control and execution of
the brushing acts. In other words, the reason for continuing is due
to the physiological slowdown as well as the soothing and relaxing
states of emotions Kao, 2006; Kao [8]; (Kao, Zhu, Chao, Chen, Lie
& Zhang, 2014). Our recent study on CCH training effects on HRV
coherence increase is another evidence of its effectiveness Lam
et.al. [9].

Foundations of CCH Treatment on Emotional
States of Diabetes

We know that diabetes can cause a wide array of complications,
which would exert great influence on diabetic patients’ emotions
and increased stress. Anxiety and depression are common
occurrences among these patients and often debilitate them Karlsen
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et.al.[10] It is found that in a meta-analysis that the prevalence of
depression among people with diabetes was about twice as high as
that among those without diabetes Anderson et.al.[11] Therefore,
in the treatment of diabetes, it is not enough to consider physical
factors alone. Healthy nutrition and regular exercise are important,
but we must also pay attention to the emotional factors that are
closely related to the quality of life of diabetic patients. Evidencebased behavioral interventions are pressing and needed.

Researchers have advocated over the years a behavioural
approach, which involves biofeedback and relaxation training
in the treatment of diabetes Fiero et.al. [12]; Mcginnis et.al. [13].
In addition, they have also found the CCH practice can relax the
emotions and mood states of schizophrenic patients Fan et.al.
[14] and the autistic children Kao et.al. [15]. In recent years, our
CCH interventions have further been applied to treat patients with
emotion-related diseases, conditions, or disorders. These have
included patients with anxiety disorders (Dong, e; al, 1996); Chinese
Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma patients experiencing mood state
disturbances (Yang, Li, Hong & Kao, 2009), childhood survivors of
the 2008 Sichuan-China earthquake with moods disturbance and
distress symptoms -- helping reduce PTSD symptoms, cortisol
levels and stress, (Zhu, Wang, Kao, Zong, et., al. 2014) as well as
breast cancer patients with anxiety and comorbid depression Liu
et.al. [16]; Wagner [17].
On the strength of the foregoing clinical studies, the present
investigation aimed to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of
the CCH training in helping patients with Type II diabetes to reduce
their stress, anxiety and mood states.

Method

Measures
Sixteen participants diagnosed with type II diabetes and
sixteen healthy control subjects received the CCH treatment, the
brush writing of Chinese characters or drawing treatment, which
involved drawing of geometric figures with a brush. The Chinese
version (STAI; Form Y-1, translated by Ye, 1988) of the State and
Trait Anxiety Scale (STAI) Form Y-2, STAI: Speilberger et.al. [18]
was employed to measure the anxiety level of the participants. The
Profile of Mood States (POMS) Lorr et.al. [19,20] was adopted to
evaluate subjective emotional experiences of the normal subjects
as well as the clinical patients in six mood states: DepressionDejection (D), Tension-Anxiety (T), Anger-Hostility (A), Vigour (F),
and Confusion-Bewilderment (C).

Design

The 16 normal adults and 16 diabetic patients were randomly
assigned to either the CCH practice group or the figure-drawing
group with 16 participants in each group. They each performed
the respective brush task, writing or drawing, for 45 minutes. The
instruments used included a brush made of lamb hair and the rice
paper. The writing materials were Chinese characters in a style
containing mainly linear strokes and topological properties, while
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that for drawing consisted of meaningless geometric patterns. The
STAI and the POMS were administered to all participants before and
after the brush task for the patients as well as the healthy controls.

Results

Based on the State-Anxiety Inventory (S-AI), patients
significantly improved on measures of state anxiety (SA) in both the
brush writing task (F= 11.97; p=0.004) and the brush drawing task
(F=14.08, p=0.002) treatment conditions. In addition, the healthy

controls also showed an improved positive effect on SA in both the
brush writing (F = 32.02 (p = 0.000) and the brush drawing tasks
(F= 14.05, p=0.002). Overall, the patient group’s SAI magnitude
reduction is shown greater than that of the healthy controls when
the brush writing and the brush drawing tasks are pooled together.
(F=5.84, p<0.05?). In addition, The SAI magnitude reduction from
the drawing tasks is found to be greater than that of the brush
writing task is interesting (F = 5.33; p <0.05?). (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Mean changes in state anxiety scores in practising calligraphy or drawing for diabetes and healthy subjects.
On the other hand, using the POMS, all participants, including
both the patients and the healthy adults, showed a significant
reduction in the mood states of tension-anxiety, depresseddejection and confusion-bewilderment after the CCH practice,
while a reliable decrease in the states of tension-anxiety, depressed-

dejection was observed after drawing in both groups. Furthermore,
healthy adults, but not the patients, improved in fatigue after
the CCH practice, while the patients, but not the healthy adults,
improved in fatigue after the brush drawing session (Table 1).

Table 1: Comparisons of scores in POMS before and after treatments (F values).

POMS

Calligraphic Conduct

Diabetic Patients

Healthy Beings

Diabetic Patients

Picture Drawing

Healthy Beings

Tension-Anxiety

41.81**

15.54**

161.45**

67.02**

Depressed-Dejection

70.25**

44.21**

68.11**

55.30**

2.21

34.72**

11.97*

1.76

Confusion-Bewilderment

Note * P<0.05

Fatigue

**P<0.001

39.08**

88.44**

0.14
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Discussion
This study was designed to investigate the effects of the
calligraphy handwriting and drawing on emotional modulation of
patients with Type II diabetes and the normal adults. Results have
firstly confirmed the stabilizing functions of both tasks, resulting
in a relaxation of anxiety. Secondly, improvement in several states
of the moods has been found to relate to both types of brushing
tasks: Tension-Anxiety, Depression-Dejection, and ConfusionBewilderment after the CCH practice and Tension-Anxiety and
Depression-Dejection after the drawing practice. The contribution
of brush writing and brush drawing to the emotional regulation
of the diabetes Type II patients is supported in this study. Finally,
the findings help to validate the viability of both the calligraphy
practice and brush drawing as a new technique as well as an
alternative model of behavioural treatment, with special reference
to the intervention of emotional and psychosomatic symptoms of
diabetes.
These preliminary results are overwhelming and are in line
with those similar findings obtained in our other clinical studies on
the CCH effects on the moods, anxiety, symptom distress and other
emotions that are previously reported.
We have established that Chinese brush handwriting has
measurable behavioral, psychological, and emotional effects. We
also know that CCH practitioners have enhanced brain functioning,
improved cognitive abilities and intellectual skills, and better
emotional states. The World Health Organization (WHO) has
recognized and endorsed our earlier clinical investigations as
having contributed to a major body of theory, knowledge, and a
system of treatment Fancourt et.al. [21]. CCH is an effective method
for health and therapeutic interventions on cognitive activation,
affective-emotion-related anxieties, moods, and distress and as a
tool that contributes to the practitioner’s wellbeing and general
health. We are pleased that the present research on Type II diabetes
has added clinical validation of the CCH intervention for the benefit
of human health, wellbeing, and disease treatment.
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